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Privacy preservation emphasize on authorization of data, which signifies that data should be accessed only by authorized users. Ensuring the privacy of data is considered as one of the challenging task in data management. The generalization of data with varying concept hierarchies seems to be interesting solution. This paper proposes two stage prediction processes on privacy preserved data. The privacy is preserved using generalization and betraying other communicating parties by disguising generalized data which adds another level of privacy. The generalization with betraying is performed in first stage to define the knowledge or hypothesis and which is further optimized using gradient descent method in second stage prediction for accurate prediction of data. The experiment is carried with both batch and stochastic gradient methods and it is shown that bulk operation performed by batch takes long time and more iterations than stochastic to give more accurate solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is a process of extracting the knowledge from large set of data. The knowledge extraction defines a model or rules for performing the accurate analysis on the future data. The initial data set is referred as training data, since it is used as reference for arriving at knowledge. The analysis performed on the data should not reveal the data as such and hence preserving the privacy of data becomes significant. Intuitively, differential privacy ensures that the system behaves essentially the same way, independent of whether any individual, or small group of individuals, opts in to or opts out of the database [1]. Generalization and suppression are two predominant techniques to achieve the privacy of data [2-3]. Privacy of data is very important in certain domains like hospital, analysis of psychological behaviour of patients [4]. The solution presented in this paper is to apply gradient descent methods on the privacy preserved data. The gradient descent is first order optimization algorithm to find local minimum of the function [5].

1.1. Motivation

Gradient descent is a widely used paradigm for solving many optimization problems. In machine learning or data mining, this optimization function corresponds to a decision model that is to be discovered [6]. Shuguo Han et. al., has proposed the solution for application of gradient descent methods on the privacy preserved data. The data is either vertically or horizontally partitioned across communicating parties. The factor for partition is mutually synchronized between each other. In vertical partitioning every communicating party has same set of objects with varying attributes. In this scenario the prediction is first performed on unknown attributes before performing prediction for specific object. In horizontal partitioning every communicating party has disjoint set of records with same set of attributes. The prediction in this scenario is performed on unknown objects. To achieve required accuracy
stage prediction process. The identified maximum values are disguised by adding 10$ to the amount.

Alice and Bob performs the optimization of regression model obtained as a result of first stage prediction process. The optimization is achieved by applying gradient descent methods on the predicted output. In gradient descent the weight vector is used as a coefficient for prediction function as defined in Eq. (5) and the weight vector is optimized as per Eq. (6) during stochastic gradient and as per Eq. (7) during batch gradient descent. In stochastic gradient descent the optimization happens in less factor in each iteration as it update one element of weight vector at a time whereas in batch gradient the optimization happens with high factor.

As a result of which the batch gradient descent takes less number of iterations to predict output for high minimization factor/learning stoppage as shown in Figure 4, which indicates for high minimization factor/learning stoppage the batch gradient descent method takes more iterations until switching point of 0.5 minimization factor after which the behavior of batch and stochastic remains stagnant. The stochastic gradient takes less number of iterations for prediction after 0.5 i.e., for lower values of minimization factor. Similarly, the execution time for batch gradient is high as number of iterations are more for prediction up to switching point as shown in Figure 5. After switching point the stochastic the batch gradient takes more time than stochastic for lower values of minimization factor. The experiment is carried out by varying learning stoppage from high value to low and behavior of stochastic and batch gradient descents are analyzed with respect to number of iterations and time required to perform prediction.

The DES algorithm is used as cryptographic algorithm to retain confidentiality of data exchanged between Alice and Bob. The experiment is simulated with raw sockets and implemented using JAVA. The Bob socket is used as server socket waiting for Alice to initiate communication. In First stage prediction the RDF location is exchanged securely and in second stage the regression model which is obtained as result from first stage prediction is exchanged securely between Alice and Bob.

9. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a new approach is proposed to retain the privacy of data with the combination of generalization and bamboozling. The bamboozling is the process where the second level privacy is achieved by disguising the generalized information with certain factor to deceive the other communication parties. The complete generalization and bamboozling process happens as first stage prediction process to define the regression model which is used as input for second stage prediction for optimization and predict accurate result.

The experimental results shows the behaviour of batch and stochastic process with respect to the number of iterations and execution time required for prediction process. It is shown that batch gradient descent takes long time and more iterations for higher values of minimization factor than stochastic method. The solution can be enhanced by adding the suppression technique along with generalization and bamboozling processes to further strengthen the privacy of data.
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